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Abstract
We present an overview of issues to consider when designing a performance evaluation of sql Anywhere. In particular, we outline potential pitfalls when designing a benchmark based on a speciﬁc database application. We address issues related both to the construction of a model database instance, and a model
application workload, and outline an approach to construct a model of performance to determine the relative importance of various performance factors,
such as database cache size and the server multiprogramming level. The paper contains several examples illustrating the potential of negative scalability
that can occur when executing concurrent requests in an smp environment, and
how these scenarios can be generated easily by artiﬁcial contention caused by
poorly-deﬁned workloads.
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1.

Executive Summary

1 Executive Summary
Database vendors, along with the academic community, continue to improve
the performance and scalability of commercial database management systems
by testing them against well-known industry-standard benchmarks such as tpch [38]. However, it is diﬃcult to determine how the results of these benchmarks
apply to a particular application workload. Moreover, it is diﬃcult to assess the
scalability of a database application without thorough application-speciﬁc testing, since many performance bottlenecks are intrinsic to the application’s design, rather than to any particular characteristic of the dbms. Hence there remains a need to conduct performance evaluation and capacity planning testing
on a well-deﬁned application workload. The purpose of this technical whitepaper is to present a methodology for conducting these types of performance evaluation on a systematic basis.
In this methodology, a critical aspect is to conduct performance evaluation
on a representative workload. If the workload is not representative, one of two
outcomes of the performance evaluation is likely: either the actual system’s performance will be worse than that predicted by the evaluation, or signiﬁcant effort will be expended during the evaluation to solve performance issues that do
not exist. In other words, a representative workload, coupled with solid analysis, leads to conﬁdence in the results of the evaluation and greater productivity
by reducing the risk of analyzing spurious performance problems.
Nonetheless, it is extremely tempting to develop expedient, trivial ‘benchmarks’ of database application performance and utilize these ‘benchmarks’ in
comparisons of diﬀerent hardware platforms, database management systems,
or workload sizes, even though their results usually yield little insight to application performance behaviour. It is tempting to do so because developing
a meaningful, representative workload of the system to be tested can be extremely diﬃcult and time-consuming, for a number of reasons. They include:
• diﬃculty in deﬁning a representative database instance with which to test,
that:
– contains a realistic amount of data skew and correlations found in
production databases for that application; and
– avoids artiﬁcial contention points that will cause performance problems that are unlikely or impossible to occur in a production environment;
• eﬀort to construct a workload of database requests that representatively
model the statements, their order, and timing performed by the application in a production setting;
• complications due to update portions of the workload that hamper the
repeatability or concurrency of any speciﬁc experiment.
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Despite these pitfalls, crafting a realistic, synthetic database workload is essential to capacity planning and performance measurement.
In addition to the workload speciﬁcation, it is equally important to systematically conduct performance experiments to produce a model of application
performance that can be used to guide, among other things, the hardware procurement process for a speciﬁc installation. Systematic analysis of a database
application’s primary performance factors is necessary because these performance factors—such as buﬀer pool size, database page size, server multiprogramming level, and the hardware platform’s characteristics—may interact in
diﬀerent ways and may or may not be important for a given workload conﬁguration.
In this paper, we outline several broad classes of experiment designs, and describe in detail a 2k r-factorial class of experimental designs that systematically
analyze the changes to overall performance of k performance factors, where individual experiments are repeated r times. Linear regression analysis is then used
to construct a mathematical model of application performance using these experimental outcomes.
As with workload speciﬁcation, experiment design includes several pitfalls
to trap the performance analyst. One is the temptation to include in the performance study as many performance factors as possible, which can lead to
multicollinearity eﬀects and exponentially increases the number of experiments
necessary for the analysis. Another pitfall is the correlation of multiple performance factors, which can lead the analyst to draw erroneous conclusions about
the performance data.
A well-deﬁned synthetic workload, and a well-designed, realistic set of experiments to test database application performance, permit the construction of
a model that can apportion performance increases or decreases to speciﬁc performance factors, or their combinations. This model of application performance
is an important tool in the capacity planning process.
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Introduction

2 Introduction
Over the past several years, signiﬁcant eﬀorts have been made by both commercial database vendors and the academic community to establish well-deﬁned
database benchmarks that can be used to evaluate diﬀerent relational database management systems (dbms) in a systematic way [2–4, 16, 19, 29, 34, 37–
39]. While these benchmark standardization eﬀorts have led to signiﬁcant performance improvements in commercial products, it remains diﬃcult to draw
any conclusions from industry-standard benchmark results and apply them to
a real-world database application [25]. Hence there remains a need to conduct
performance testing with a customer’s speciﬁc database application.
One may consider undertaking a performance evaluation of a database system for several reasons. One may wish to compare diﬀerent database management systems as a step in the procurement process. Or, one may wish to perform
capacity planning with an existing application, either to determine what hardware requirements are needed to meet a given performance target, or to determine if a given conﬁguration can handle a hypothetical workload. Or one
may wish to determine what performance gains may be accrued by upgrading to a newer maintenance release, or major version, of the same dbms. A
unifying purpose behind these diﬀerent motivations is to improve a system’s efﬁciency, usually measured in economic terms: the cost-performance ratio [13].
Sawyer [32] outlines three fundamental questions that must be addressed
at the start of any performance evaluation process, and re-examined—possibly
many times—during the process:
1. What do you want to learn?
2. How much are you prepared to invest?
3. What are you prepared to give up?
All three questions are interrelated, but in practice, usually the answer to the
second question dominates the other two. Conducting a detailed performance
evaluation can be an exceedingly detailed, labour-intensive process that may
encompass several elapsed months and signiﬁcant person-months of resourcing.
One should always consider the cost of an evaluation study in addition to
its advantages. Both of these are typically unknown at the beginning of the
project, because it is diﬃcult to estimate the amount of eﬀort that will be required diagnosing issues that the evaluation uncovers, and at the same time the
beneﬁt of the evaluation will depend on how far the existing software conﬁguration is from its optimal operating conditions [13].
An alternative to a performance evaluation study is a qualitative conﬁguration. For example, when determining hardware requirements for a particular application, one may assume a cpu requirement based simply on the number of users, rather than any quantitative data. One such example is the ibm
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capacity planning guide for pSeries hardware [15]. However, rule-of-thumb capacity planning, by design, leads to overspeciﬁcation since the overall system
must have the capacity to handle peak workloads.
Pitfall 1 (Failing to develop a representative workload)
It is relatively straightforward to implement a ‘benchmark’ that performs a series of performance tests and generates a set of timing results. It is exceedingly diﬃcult to develop a scalable, robust, and representative workload to use
in a performance evaluation that provides meaningful insight. If the workload is
not representative, one of two outcomes is likely: either the actual system’s performance will be worse than that predicted by the evaluation, or signiﬁcant effort will be expended during the evaluation to solve performance issues that
will not occur in practice.
✷
It is also important to realize that the overall performance of a software
system is most aﬀected by the smallest bottleneck, though there may be several of these. In a database application, these bottlenecks may be hardwarerelated (cpu speed, amount of memory, characteristics of the i/o subsystem),
database-system related (quality of access plans, buﬀer pool management, request scheduling), or application-related (design of algorithms, characteristics
of individual queries, concurrency issues due to locking). Much of the eﬀort involved in diagnosing poor performance is to isolate cause from eﬀect. Once
a bottleneck has been discovered and eliminated, diagnosis and experimentation continues with the next bottleneck until either the project’s investment
limit is exceeded, or the goals of the performance evaluation are met.
Pitfall 2 (The importance of application scalability)
How well a database application scales often depends as much on characteristics of the application as it does on the scalability of the database server.
During a performance evaluation, application changes to improve its scalability are the norm, rather than the exception, and should be planned for.
✷
Pitfall 3 (Underestimating performance dependencies)
Database applications are tuned, either explicitly or implicitly, to execute well
with a speciﬁc release of a database system. When migrating to a new database server release, or a diﬀerent dbms altogether, one will undoubtedly discover performance regressions that may be diﬃcult to analyze. In our experience, these issues usually impose performance bottlenecks that must be identiﬁed and solved in order for the performance evaluation to proceed. These issues often beneﬁt from technical support or on-site consulting assistance.
✷
In this technical whitepaper, we outline some of the methodologies and pitfalls in conducting a performance evaluation of a database application utilizing
sql Anywhere. We assume that the performance evaluation involves an existing sql Anywhere database application.
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Throughput
Relative throughput
Capacity
Response time

Turnaround time
Price/performance

Amount of useful work completed per time unit
with a given workload
Ratio of elapsed time to process given workload
on a system S1 with another system S2
Maximum amount of useful work that can be performed per unit time with given workload
The time interval between the submission of an interactive request and when its result is returned to
the client, usually expressed as a distribution
In a batch environment, the time between job submission and completion
System cost per workload unit. A workload unit is
typically a metric such as transactions per second,
though other measures, such as average response
time, can also be used

Table 1: Performance measures of application-oriented system eﬀectiveness,
adapted from Svobodova [36] and Ferrari et al. [13].

The outline of the rest of the whitepaper is as follows. In Section 3 we outline an approach to performance evaluation through the setting of speciﬁc, measurable goals. In Section 4, we describe a methodology for constructing a representative workload—including both the database instance and the application
workload. We also discuss contention phenomena in detail in Section 4.3.4. Finally, in Section 5 we describe the primary factors to consider in the setup of
experiments to measure system performance given a certain workload. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

3 Goals
While most think of benchmarks as simply a measure of performance (see Table 1), performing a performance evaluation may lead to other discoveries that
are not simple measures of raw speed. These include aspects of system functionality, usability factors, ease of operation, ease of development, and so on
[32]. However, in this whitepaper we address only performance issues and not
these other aspects.
It is good practice to decide in some detail what the goals of the performance evaluation are before proceeding with the project, since the goals may
dictate changes to one’s overall approach [12–14, 32]. For example, if the goal is
to conduct capacity planning tests to determine the characteristics of the hard-
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Request intensity
Priority
Working set size
Locality of reference

User intensity
Number of users
Number of concurrent requests
Request mix

Goals

In an interactive application, the time required by a user to generate a new request; also known as ‘user think time’
Ratio between the mean response time
and mean think time
Relative priority of a request, as assigned
by the user or application
Number of pages in the database buﬀer
pool that remain resident during a trial
Measure of the proportion of the data that
is accessed by the requests in the entire
workload
Ratio of processing time per request to
user think time
Number of concurrent connections
Number of concurrent requests either being executed or waiting in queues
The distribution of diﬀerent classes of requests contained in the workload

Table 2: Workload characterization variables, adapted from Svobodova [36]
and Ferrari et al. [13].

ware necessary to support a given workload, or determine if the workload’s response time is within an acceptable range, then it is important that the benchmark’s workload mirror the real world as closely as possible; variables such
as transaction interarrival time (see Table 2) will be critical to the accuracy
of the test results. With capacity planning, the typical consequence of inaccuracy is the need to overspecify the system’s hardware requirements, which is
the underlying methodology to simplistic ‘cookbook’ approaches for system requirements [17].
On the other hand, if the goal of the performance evaluation is to assess
the performance of diﬀerent database systems with the same workload, or assess the capabilities of diﬀerent hardware systems with the same workload and
system conﬁguration, then the precise accuracy of the workload’s characteristics may be subject to other tradeoﬀs. Collectively these goals are termed load
testing; other potential goals include stress testing and spike testing. In a stress
test, the workload is constructed to mimic a worst case scenario. With interactive applications this is typically done by artiﬁcially setting the transaction
interarrival time to zero, or near zero. In a spike test, the workload is deliber-
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ately skewed to periodically generate a series of database requests several times
larger than average [27].

4 Workload specification
It is convenient to think of a database application workload in three parts: the
hardware conﬁguration upon which the performance test will be done; the database instance used for the performance evaluation; and the application workload per se, which consists of application logic and sql requests that execute
over the database instance. In a performance evaluation, it is important that the
hardware, network, and operating system mirror the actual system as closely
as possible. However, in a test involving hundreds of simulated users it may
not be possible to reproduce the actual hardware environment in the lab. Similarly, both the database instance and the application workload are models of the
actual system. There are no absolute or unique criteria for building and evaluating workload models, but the accuracy of the model is an essential characteristic for the credibility of the results of the performance evaluation [13,
pp. 44].
While the workload model may be an actual instance of a production system, there are several motivations for using a model instead of employing the
production instance directly in an evaluation. The most important of these motivations [13] include:
1. reproducibility. Any performance evaluation must be reproducible, in that
an evaluation may have to be performed multiple times for the sake of
comparison with diﬀerent system conﬁgurations.
2. scalability. If capacity planning is a goal of the performance evaluation,
the workload must be able to scale so that the performance of diﬀerent
workload sizes can be analyzed.
3. reduction. The duration of the performance evaluation should be such
that it can be conveniently run multiple times, often in signiﬁcantly less
time than the ‘real’ workload.
4. consistency. To maximize the representativeness of the evaluation, one
must ensure that, for example, the database instance is consistent with
the model application workload.
5. security. It is often problematic to use actual customer data in a performance evaluation since the data may be subject to disclosure during the
test.
The implementation of a workload model can be classiﬁed into three broad categories: real, synthetic, and artiﬁcial.
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Real workloads are actual instances of production databases, tested using
production application software and, if the applications are interactive, with actual users. Real workloads, obviously, have the greatest measure of representativeness to actual systems. However, real workloads (with real users) are not
reproducible, nor do they scale easily.
Synthetic workloads consist of a mix of real workload components along
with synthetic scripts, utilities, and other specially-constructed components.
Most performance evaluations utilize workloads of this type. The typical synthetic workload uses a sample of the real workload, usually made necessary since
the actual workload is often extremely large. However, it is often assumed that
the longer the observation period (sample) for the observed workload, the better the results [11].
Artiﬁcial workloads do not make use of any real components; in the main, artiﬁcial workloads are simulations (cf. reference [24]) that utilize analytical models of various hardware and software components.
Boral and DeWitt [4] argue that the three most signiﬁcant factors that affect database system performance are:
1. the size of the buﬀer pool’s working set ;
2. the multiprogramming level of the database server; and
3. the workload mix.
In what follows, we look at each of these performance factors in turn.

4.1 Database specification and the working set
In general there are two categories of database instances used in performance
evaluation: synthetic and real. Synthetic databases are used in all industrystandard database system benchmarks (tpc-h, tpc-c, 007, tpc-w, as3ap, and
so on). Because synthetic databases are generated via software, they are scalable, secure, reproducible, and can be constructed to exhibit various degrees of
data skew, although most industry-standard benchmark databases utilize uniformly distributed data1 . This is done not only because it is the simplest approach, but also because coupling a parameterized set of query templates to a
uniformly-distributed database instance maximizes the database buﬀer pool’s
working set, and that working set will scale proportionally to diﬀerent database sizes. Moreover, uniformity matches the underlying assumptions of most,
if not all, query optimizers, and hence implicitly leads to more accurate access plans [6]. To put it another way, uniformly-distributed data diminishes the
1

Note that only the proposed tpc-ds benchmark [29] speciﬁes any degree of data
skew. In most other industry-standard benchmarks, database data is generated
with a uniform distribution.

4.1.

Database specification and the working set

need for sophisticated estimation algorithms that, today, are a requirement of
industrial-strength query optimizers.
However, while it is feasible to generate data with varying degrees of skew, it
is very diﬃcult to construct a representative synthetic database that mimics a
real database instance. This is because it is hard to model the data correlations
that all real-world databases exhibit2 .
Because constructing synthetic databases can take a signiﬁcant degree of effort, often a representative production system is used as the test workload database. While such a database is representative of one production instance, using
such a database in a benchmarking scenario also has signiﬁcant drawbacks.
Firstly, there may be security concerns with the customer data. Occasionally, sensitive data can be obfuscated or eliminated from the database outright,
but doing so may aﬀect the representativeness of the database, and hence put
the performance evaluation results into question.
Secondly, the application workload is often highly dependent upon the contents of the database. For example, most databases contain various date, time,
and timestamp columns. Consequently, it is essential that queries in the workload that compare these columns to speciﬁc literal constants (or host variables,
or stored procedure parameters) utilize date and time values that match the
contents of the database.
Thirdly, such a database is diﬃcult to scale, for at least three reasons. It
is diﬃcult to reduce or augment the real-world data in the database yet still
mimic the existing distributions and correlations amongst the various schema
attributes. It is also diﬃcult to avoid violating any referential integrity constraints that may exist. Most importantly, it is diﬃcult to scale the database in
such a way that the working set of database pages that will be required by the
application workload during the evaluation is realistic. Moreover, during experiments it is important to set the size of the database server’s buﬀer pool (cache)
appropriately with respect to the (scaled) working set3 .
Pitfall 4 (Instance- or time-specific values)
sql requests that refer to CURRENT DATE or CURRENT TIME, or other systemspeciﬁc or time-dependent system variables, almost certainly require modiﬁcation before including them in the workload.
✷
Pitfall 5 (The danger of using production databases)
When designing a performance evaluation for capacity planning purposes, it
may be tempting to use a real-world production database instance for the test,
2

For an example of how diﬃcult it is to do this, even with a simplistic approach,
see reference [9, Chapter 7].

3

Recall that sql Anywhere supports dynamic cache sizing, which alters the size of
the server’s buﬀer pool automatically upon demand, providing another workload
parameter that must be controlled during measurement experiments.
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‘growing’ the database by artiﬁcial means to represent larger installations. However, this approach usually fails to alter the working set of the application signiﬁcantly, and thus is not representative of the performance results that would
be seen in practice. At the same time, with larger numbers of concurrent requests, it is likely that artiﬁcial contention will be introduced amongst them, resulting in reduced throughput (see Section 4.3.4).
✷

4.2 Setting the multiprogramming level
With sql Anywhere, the server multiprogramming level is simply the maximum number of concurrent tasks, which corresponds to the number of threads
(or ﬁbers, depending on platform) created within the database server process.
This number is controlled by the -gn command line switch. For a network
server, the default is 20. Setting -gn to a higher value permits a larger number of tasks to execute concurrently. Ordinarily, a request to the server from
an application or stored procedure is an sql statement, such as FETCH, CALL,
OPEN CURSOR, or SELECT, that is executed as one task within the server. With
intra-query parallelism supported in sql Anywhere Version 10, however, a single request can be processed by multiple tasks simultaneously.
Setting a higher multiprogramming level is done to increase throughput,
but there are tradeoﬀs. With some workloads, the extra degree of concurrency
may cause a reduction in throughput because the database server may spend
a greater amount of resources context-switching between the tasks, a phenomena known as thrashing.
A higher level of multiprogramming may also adversely aﬀect the response
time of individual requests, for a variety of reasons. Increasing the multiprogramming level may lead to greater contention simply because the probability
of concurrently executing, but conﬂicting, requests is increased. Increased values of -gn will also reduce the amount of available memory to execute the request. Locally, the amount of memory available for the execution of each database request is governed by two memory-consumption thresholds:
• a hard limit, which, when exceeded, causes the request to fail with an
error. This hard limit4 is computed as
3 maximum cache size − adjustment value
×
4
max(number of active tasks, 1)

(1)

• a soft limit, which the server tries not to exceed through strategies such
as requesting execution operators to free memory during query execution,
4

Incorrect information about the soft and hard memory governor limits appears in
the sql Anywhere 9.x and 10.x documentation.

4.2.
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or by dynamically switching to a diﬀerent physical operator that requires
fewer memory resources. This limit is
maximum cache size − adjustment value
max( multiprogramming level, 2 )

(2)

In the two formulas above, maximum cache size refers to the maximum
size that the database buﬀer pool could reach5 , which can be set explicitly using the -ch server command line switch. The adjustment value is the sum of
buﬀer pool pages used for internal representations of schema and connection objects, incremented by a 100-page safety margin (10 database pages on the Windows ce platform). The purpose of the adjustment value to eliminate from consideration those buﬀer pool pages that must remain resident in memory.
Globally, increasing the server multiprogramming level will slightly reduce
the eﬀective size of the database cache, because each task within the database
server is allocated a speciﬁc amount of virtual address space to be used as stack
space. On Microsoft Windows systems, each stack consumes one megabyte of
address space, which correspondingly reduces the amount of available virtual
memory for the rest of the database server process.
On 32-bit Microsoft Windows xp systems6 without Advanced Windowing
Extensions (awe) support, the maximum available database cache that can be
used is approximately 1.6 to 1.8 gb. Increasing the number of concurrent requests using -gn reduces this amount by slightly more than one megabyte per
additional task. Note that the address space requirements are independent of
the amount of physical ram available in the system. However, for best performance, one should ensure that the amount of physical ram is larger than
the cumulative size of memory requirements for the database server process,
other concurrent applications, and all os processes, in addition to the database server cache size. Otherwise, the operating system will be forced to swap
elements of the database server’s memory to disk, which will signiﬁcantly reduce performance.
On 32-bit Linux platforms, the maximum size of the database cache that
can be allocated depends on the speciﬁc Linux distribution (kernel conﬁguration) that is being used. The most common case is to have 2 gb of address space
available for the database server process, meaning that the maximum database
cache size is approximately the same as in most Microsoft Windows environments. On most other 32-bit unix systems, however, allocated virtual address
5

The hard limit can exceed the current buﬀer pool size if automatic resizing of the
cache is disabled through the -ca 0 command line switch.

6

On 32-bit Windows Advanced Server platforms, the maximum available address
space available for the database server process (without Advanced Windowing
Extensions) is approximately 1 gb larger (2.6 gb in total).
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space is immediately backed by physical ram or swap space. Hence, the effects of a larger -gn value are more pronounced. A higher multiprogramming
level reduces the amount of virtual address space available for the buﬀer pool.
In addition, because the operating system immediately allocates physical memory to support that address space—even if that memory is not currently in
use—the eﬀective amount of memory is reduced for the entire system.
For all practical purposes, these limits do not apply to 64-bit Microsoft Windows, Linux, or unix platforms. However, one must still ensure that enough
physical ram is available to support the virtual memory requirements of the
system—otherwise, swapping will occur and performance will suﬀer. To some
extent the characteristics of the workload dictate the eﬀects of the stack resources required and, consequently, the amount of physical ram required to
support the database server process.

4.3 Application workload specification
4.3.1 Approaches to implementing the application workload model
Workload model implementations can be built in a variety of ways, and which
techniques are used are often inﬂuenced by the goals of the performance evaluation [13, 27]. A workload implementation may be constructed from a subset of the production system, including the use of actual system components.
Industry-standard benchmarks, such as the tpc-h decision-support benchmark
[38], utilize a completely synthetic approach involving a speciﬁc set of parameterized query templates. In the case of tpc-h, each SELECT and UPDATE statement is executed with a set of host variables, whose values are assigned according to a speciﬁc distribution deﬁned by the benchmark. More commonly, a
workload model for a database application is constructed using traces, that is,
a detailed log of database requests that represents application activity.
With sql Anywhere, acquiring an application trace is straightforward with
the use of application proﬁling (or request-level logging, in older sql Anywhere
releases)—each statement issued by the application to the database server is
logged in chronological order. Short of testing actual production programs, such
a trace oﬀers the greatest representativeness, as it contains the precise sequence
of sql requests that have been executed by the database server7.

7

Note that while a request-level log does capture an application’s server activity, it does not capture the set of sql requests that have been invoked within
stored procedures or functions as a result of those application requests. The application proﬁling feature in Version 10 of sql Anywhere does, however, oﬀer
this functionality. Neither application proﬁling nor request-level log output is in a
form suitable for direct use in a performance evaluation, and will require some degree of post-processing for use in a script.
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Pitfall 6 (Using application traces as a synthetic workload)
Utilizing sql traces of actual application activity does have several disadvantages:
1. To be representative, the trace must be captured on a real production
system, possibly with signiﬁcant inconvenience.
2. Any trace is directly ‘tied’ to a speciﬁc database instance, and may be difﬁcult or impossible to use with other databases, aﬀecting both the representativeness and reproducibility of the workload.
3. It is diﬃcult to partition the trace, using sampling or other techniques,
without aﬀecting its representativeness.
4. Since a trace is the log of speciﬁc connections, it may be diﬃcult, if not impossible, to simulate a larger number of connections in the workload using the identical trace without introducing artiﬁcial contention (see below).
5. In a multi-user test, using a single trace to represent the activity of multiple users is unlikely to aﬀect the working set of the database buﬀer pool
in the same way as in a production system—hence the performance evaluation will almost certainly yield unrepresentative results.
6. A trace will include a speciﬁc distribution of business transactions executed by a single connection, or set of connections. In a test involving a
greater number of users, this sample distribution may not hold—typical
distributions of business transactions, or web server transactions, have
been studied in the literature and have been shown to follow a Zipf distribution [30] (see Section 4.3.3 below). However, it is diﬃcult to both
analyze and sample occurrences of business transactions from simply a
chronological log of sql requests.
7. Updates may pose a particular problem when using a trace to generate
a workload. Requests within a trace use parameter values that depend
on previous updates; these requests may fail if the database is not in the
same state that it was when the trace was obtained. To some extent, updates can be accommodated by making a backup copy of the database
immediately before obtaining the trace, then restoring the backup before
replaying the trace. If all requests in the trace are executed in their original order, the database will be in the same state as it was when the request was originally submitted. If requests can be submitted in a diﬀerent
order during replay, then special handling may be needed to handle the effects of updates.
✷
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A completely synthetic implementation of a workload model—such as those
used by industry-standard benchmarks like the tpc-h benchmark—overcomes
several of the above disadvantages of using traces. However, completely synthetic workloads usually take considerably greater eﬀort to construct. The most
diﬃcult part of constructing a completely synthetic workload is in achieving an
acceptable degree of representativeness to the real-world system. This can be accomplished through detailed statistical analysis of the application to determine
the set of workload parameters that must be modeled, and subsequently constructing mixes of requests that represent the important components of the application to be tested [11, 13]. The most signiﬁcant pitfall in this process is to
incorrectly model correlations amongst the various workload parameters [11].
While the eﬀort to perform this analysis is considerable, the advantages of a
completely synthetic workload implementation are:
1. workload parameters can be changed at will, independently if desired, to
investigate the inﬂuence of each [11];
2. completely synthetic workloads typically oﬀer better ﬂexibility, reproducibility, and control [13];
3. synthetic workloads can be used with a synthetically populated database;
4. one is able to repeat performance experiments under statistically similar
conditions that are nevertheless not identical [11].
Whether using sql traces or synthetic queries to model a database application workload, the key requirements are, ﬁrstly, to ensure that the workload
size is both large enough to be realistic, and provides enough stress on the particular system component being analyzed. This provides enough opportunity to
measure the workload’s performance once a steady-state has been reached during the evaluation. Secondly, one must avoid the introduction of artiﬁcial bottlenecks that do not, or will not, exist in the real system, as these can skew the
results of the evaluation.
4.3.2 Constructing a representative workload
In any performance evaluation, a workload must be carefully crafted to mimic
the behaviour of the application in a real, production environment [12, pp. 228].
Constructing a representative workload leads to greater conﬁdence in the evaluation’s results. A representative workload also helps to ensure that one does
not introduce artiﬁcial bottlenecks that do not, or will not, actually exist in the
real world. The most restrictive bottleneck in the entire computer system affects overall system performance to the greatest degree, and, as mentioned previously, the bottleneck can be caused by hardware constraints (memory capacity or performance, cpu speed), network bandwidth, application-caused is-
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sues such as ineﬃcient processing techniques, or lock contention on rows or tables (see Example 1 below), or by contention on objects within the database
server itself (server data structures, buﬀer pool pages, TCP/IP buﬀers, i/o synchronization primitives, and so on).
Example 1 (Artificial contention caused by application design)
Consider a database design in which several of the most important business
objects are identiﬁed using surrogate keys. The application is designed to use a
special table in the database, which we simply call the surrogate table, where
each row in the table represents a type of business object. Contained within
each row of the surrogate table is the value of the next key to be used when
inserting a new business object of that type—we assume that value is stored
in the column next key. Within the application, the logic for inserting a new
client into the database is roughly as follows:
UPDATE surrogate SET @x = next key, next key = next key + 1
WHERE object-type = ‘client’;
INSERT INTO client VALUES(@x, ...);
COMMIT;

This code fragment will cause the serialization of every insertion of new client
rows, as only one connection at a time will be able to acquire a write lock on
the ‘client’ row of the surrogate table. It may be the case that this logic will
perform adequately with a small number of connections, but this approach is
not scalable. With signiﬁcant numbers of users the formation of convoys is inevitable (see below).
✷
In addition to scalability issues directly caused by the construction of the application, it is also possible to introduce artiﬁcial performance contention within
the database server with a workload that does not reﬂect the real-world production system. One way to do this is with an unrealistic workload mix, where
the distribution of the sql requests in the workload does not represent the anticipated mix at that speciﬁc scale. In our experience, a typical data processing
workload consists of 85% queries, 8% inserts, 5% updates, and 2% deletes. Statistical sampling techniques [11, 13] can be employed to ensure that the workload mix is appropriate at diﬀerent levels of scale so that the results of the performance evaluation are credible.
Pitfall 7 (Evaluating only read-only workloads)
Constructing a performance evaluation workload using only queries usually provides merely a best-case result of overall performance. Application-caused contention will rarely occur with such workloads. The results of this sort of evaluation should be given little weight with any capacity planning assessment. ✷
Another way of introducing artiﬁcial contention into an interactive workload is by using an unrealistic distribution of user think time, also known as
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the transaction interarrival rate [32]. For synthetic workloads, common distributions of user think time are uniform, random, and negative exponential [32].
Uniform distributions are, by their deﬁnition, unrealistic; they fail to accurately
represent typical user interactions. Negative exponential distributions, such as
Zipf distributions (see Equation 4 in Section 4.3.3 below), oﬀer skewed distributions that more accurately describe typical distributions of user think time.
Negative exponential functions are a much better choice to model the transaction interarrival rate in performance analysis. An example of a negative exponential transaction interarrival rate appears as part of the spec JAppServer
2004 benchmark [34]. A trace can be used to model the transaction interarrival time, but it may be inappropriate to use the request times of a single trace
to characterize a workload of hundreds of concurrent connections.
4.3.3 Zipf distributions
Zipf’s Law (cf. reference [30]) describes a family of statistical distributions of
the form
(3)
rα xr = K, α > 0
sometimes rewritten as
xr = βr−α , α > 0

(4)

where xr is a speciﬁc x-value in an ordered set of N x-values x1 ≥ x2 ≥ . . . ≥ xN
and r is the statistical rank of xr in this order. Often the set of x-values are used
to represent frequencies; the values K, α, and β are arbitrary constants. Using equation (4), varying α and/or β yields a series of rank-frequency relationships that can be graphed as rectangular hyperbolas (see Figure 1). Note that
the greater the value of α, the greater the degree of skew. If α is 0, then the
rank-frequency distribution is uniform.
In a database context, what Zipf’s law means is that any particular column’s distribution is likely to be skewed such that a few values will occur with
high frequency, while at the other end there will be many values that are unique,
or nearly so. In practice, most table columns have skewed distributions—with
the exception, of course, of primary keys.
4.3.4 Convoy formation
sql Anywhere 9 can use multiple processors to handle requests, although each
request is handled by only one8 processor. It is natural to assume that, if you
have N processors, you can handle N requests in the time that a single request
8

sql Anywhere 10 supports intra-query parallelism, making scalability analysis
more complex since a single request can be computed using more than one processor simultaneously.
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Figure 1: Three example Zipf distributions, all with β = 100.

can be executed. This is the assumption of perfect scalability. While some workloads can come close to this ideal, scalability requires careful application design.
The raison d’etre of a database system is to provide concurrent access to the
same information, with guarantees of transactional acidity. Every database system implementation, commercial or research prototype, contains structural and
algorithmic points of contention that the vendor has traded-oﬀ for other speciﬁc advantages. These tradeoﬀs typically diﬀerentiate commercial dbms in the
marketplace. Often these tradeoﬀs involve issues regarding the precise semantics of transactions at diﬀerent isolation levels.
As a concrete example, Sybase iq does not implement row-level locking, but
instead oﬀers a simpliﬁed concurrency control scheme known as table level versioning, or tlv. tlv eliminates the need for read transactions to lock rows to
get a consistent view of the database, but at the (considerable) expense of permitting only one writer transaction at a time per base table. As another example, some of the physical access methods supported by ims/tm, ibm’s hierarchical database system, only support page-level locking. This tradeoﬀ permits the ims lock manager and recovery manager to be considerably more efﬁcient, but can severely degrade the performance of insert transactions due
to page-level lock contention. In summary, every dbms has its limits, and every dbms implementation contains its own bottlenecks.
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The sql Anywhere database server contains internal data structures which
are shared by multiple connections. To ensure that each connection sees a logically consistent version of the data structure, mutual exclusion (mutex) operations are used. Mutex operations are similar to locks on rows, preventing a
reader from observing an inconsistent version of a data structure while a writer
is modifying the structure. Although it is not intuitively obvious, these mutex
operations must be used even for read-only queries that do not modify the database. Mutex operations are needed because the engine’s internal data structures,
such as the cache manager, are modiﬁed even by read-only queries. For example, pages are added to and removed from the cache during read-only queries.
Mutex-protected structures within the engine typically use a fast check that
passes quickly if there is no possible contention, then a relatively expensive algorithm if there are other requests waiting for the same shared object. Mutex
implementations, and their relative costs, vary from operating system to operating system, and this diﬀerence can be signiﬁcant in a performance evaluation.
Mutex operations are similar to row locks used by transactions when modifying table rows. However, the duration of the mutual exclusion is very short,
much shorter than the duration of row locks. For example, when looking for
a page in the cache manager, a connection acquires a mutex object, checks a
few pointer values, and releases the lock. A connection will only be aﬀected by
the mutex operation if it is attempting to access the same page as another connection. In that case, the second connection is forced to wait for a short period.
In the best case, mutex operations do not greatly aﬀect the scalability of
an application workload. If connections do not frequently need to access the
same data structure objects, they will rarely need to wait for a mutex operation to complete. However, for some workloads there may be one or more
hot spots within the engine data structures, and these hot spots may vary between software releases as performance improvements are made. For example,
there may be a single table that is referenced many times by all connections. In
this case, the mutex-protection mechanisms associated with engine data structures for this table are likely to be held by one connection when another connection tries to access them. This will lead to higher execution times as the connections spend time waiting for mutex operations to complete, rather than executing the query per se.
In some situations, a convoy can form. Consider a case where many connections are all executing the same join between a large table S and a small table R.
Each connection fetches rows from S and searches an index on R to ﬁnd matching rows. The engine has mutex operations protecting access to the pages of
the index on R. Because all connections are accessing the same page, it is likely
that connections will need to access the index page at the same time, leading to some connections having to wait. However, the amount of work that
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each connection does may be small relative to the cost of the mutex operation
(which has costs associated with checking, waiting, and resuming). Thus, a convoy forms: all connections but one are waiting for a shared resource. The one
active connection does some small amount of work and releases the shared resource, but in a very short period of time ﬁnds itself waiting for the resource
again. In this way, the entire execution becomes serialized on the single shared
object.
Pitfall 8 (The myth of perfect scalability)
It is commonly believed that simply improving the hardware platform by a factor of x will correspondingly improve application performance—again, this is
another manifestation of the myth of perfect scalability. It is helpful to remember, in this context, that all processors wait at the same speed.
✷
The following two points of contention commonly cause the serialization of
requests in sql Anywhere 9 servers due to application design:
• Cache chains. sql Anywhere maintains an internal hash table with a key
of page identiﬁers and a value of the page in memory. Prior to version 9.0,
mutex protection is used for each bucket of the hash table. The hash table is sized so that each bucket is expected to have a length of one, so typically two requests will only conﬂict if they are referencing the same page.
This is a source of contention for ‘hot pages’ such as index root pages. In
version 9.0 and above, read-only requests typically do not acquire a mutex operation on a cache chain, and this source of contention is substantially reduced.
• Row references. When accessing rows from a table, a reader process needs
to ensure that it is referencing a consistent image of the row. Mutex protection is used to ensure consistent access, so that the values in the row
read by the database server into memory are consistent with a single point
in time, even if the row spans multiple database pages.
If multiple requests access a single point of contention, for example a hot
page or the same row, then requests may serialize into a convoy on the point
of contention. In this situation, all requests but one are waiting for access to
the shared object. One request does some work with the shared object (usually a fairly trivial amount, such as following a pointer), and then releases the
mutex object, continuing to perform work for the client request. The work of
choosing another active task to execute, and switching to it, is typically very
high compared to the work performed in the critical section. By the time another waiting task has been activated, the ﬁrst request may again need to access the same shared object. In this way, execution is serialized, and performance is worse than executing all of the requests serially, resulting in negative
scalability.
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Example 2 (Positive scalability)
As an example9 consider a database instance with the following schema:
CREATE TABLE T1( x INT PRIMARY KEY );
CREATE TABLE T2( x INT PRIMARY KEY );
INSERT INTO T1
SELECT R1.row num-1 + 255*(R2.row num-1) AS x
FROM rowgenerator R1, rowgenerator R2
WHERE x < 1000
ORDER BY x;
INSERT INTO T2 SELECT * FROM T1;
COMMIT;

and queries Q1 and Q2 , respectively, as follows:
SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM T1 AS A, T1 AS B, T1 AS C
WHERE C.x < 20
SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM T2 AS A, T2 AS B, T2 AS C
WHERE C.x < 20

Note that queries Q1 and Q2 do not access the same rows. If these two queries
execute concurrently, they will not generate contention for rows, data pages, or
index pages. When run individually, the average request time is 31.5s. If Q1 and
Q2 are run concurrently, the running time averages 42.3s. This is slower than
the time with only one request because more cpu time is spent coordinating
activities, but it is still substantially better than the time required to run the
two queries sequentially, which would be 31.5 + 31.5 = 63s.
✷
Example 3 (Convoy formation with join queries)
On the other hand, some queries do generate contention for shared objects. Consider the following queries, which we call Q3 and Q4 :
SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM (T1 AS A, T1 AS B, T1 AS C) LEFT OUTER JOIN rowgenerator R
ON R.row num = A.x + B.x
WHERE C.x < 5

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM (T2 AS A, T2 AS B, T2 AS C) LEFT OUTER JOIN rowgenerator R
ON R.row num = A.x + B.x
WHERE C.x < 5

9

In this example, performance results were obtained with sql Anywhere
8.0.2(4294) on a dual processor Pentium xeon 2.2GHz with data fully cached;
queries were timed with the FETCHTST utility; absolute times will vary from
system to system.
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When run individually, queries Q3 and Q4 take 33.2 seconds in total. However, running both concurrently gives an average running time of 74.2s for
each query. This is signiﬁcantly slower than running each query separately
in sequence. The problem is that both of these queries are accessing the
RowGenerator table 5 million times. Each query accesses the same index pages,
the same table pages, and the same rows in the same order. This is very likely
to lead to a convoy situation as described previously. A characteristic of a convoy is that running time is slower than a sequential execution of the queries—in
other words, negative scalability.
✷
The amount of contention generated by a workload can vary depending on
the amount of data cached. When the cache is mostly empty (at start up), connections spend more time waiting for i/o requests than for mutex objects, and
convoys are less likely to occur. Also, the query execution plan selected in this
case may be diﬀerent, avoiding a plan that generates excessive contention.
Pitfall 9 (Causing convoy formation with hot rows or pages)
While many applications will not be aﬀected by serialization on row mutex operations, there are two particular situations that can still cause convoys to form.
First, multiple connections may reference the same small set of rows multiple times. This can occur if there is a lookup table, for example, that is referenced by each connection with the same key. In this case, all connections
may serialize on the mutex object for these hot rows. Second, consider a scenario where multiple connections make repeated scans of a larger number of
rows, always accessing the rows in the same order—for example, with a sequential scan, or through the identical index. With this type of access, there
may not be any hot rows that are accessed inordinately frequently, but by using the same order to reference the rows, the probability of contention is greatly
increased. A convoy may form on one row and then be continued across multiple rows in the scan order.
✷
In order to achieve positive scalability, applications must be designed to
avoid generating excessive contention within sql Anywhere data structures. In
particular, applications should avoid referencing a small subset of rows on many
connections (the hot row problem). This may be avoidable using caching on the
client. In some cases, it is reasonable to copy these hot rows into a global temporary table which gives each connection a separate copy of the rows.
The worst possible situation for an smp server occurs when many concurrent requests are likely to access the same shared objects at about the same time.
In many cases, applications will access rows in diﬀerent orders, and each connection is not likely to fetch the same row multiple times. In this case, it is not
likely for serialization to form on individual rows. When it does form, it usually clears quickly without long-term degradation of performance. However, if
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the same query is executed concurrently by multiple connections using the same
host variable bindings, convoys are likely.
Convoy formation is highly relevant to the creation of synthetic database
workloads. Naı̈ve construction of an application workload, particularly using
multiple copies of the same application trace, constitutes the greatest danger
to the credibility of a performance evaluation study because of the amount of
potential contention that may be introduced.
4.3.5 Client configuration
Our focus thus far has centered on the performance characteristics of the sql
Anywhere database server. In a client-server environment, however, the conﬁguration of the client(s) can have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the application’s overall
performance.
Application performance is almost always measured at the client, since that
is the point that a user will interact with the system, and the client program
is the easiest place to measure performance aspects such as response time. Application programs read and write data to the database as is necessary for the
application’s operation—the issue with performance analysis is precisely how
these operations take place, their latency, and their aﬀect on system throughput.
Latency refers to the time delay between when one machine sends a packet
of data and the second machine receives it. For example, if the second machine
receives a packet 12 ms after the ﬁrst machine sent it, the latency is 12 ms.
Network throughput, on the other hand, refers to the amount of data that can
be transferred in a given time. For example, if it takes four seconds to send 1 mb
of data between two machines, the network throughput is 250 kb/s. On a lan,
latency is typically slightly less than 1 ms, and throughput is typically more
than 1 mb/s. On a wan, latency is often signiﬁcantly higher (perhaps 5 ms to
500 ms), and the throughput is typically lower (perhaps 4 kb/s to 200 kb/s).
Pitfall 10 (Network performance can dominate response time)
Network throughput is considerably slower than disk transfer times on modern server hardware. Network traﬃc, therefore, can be a performance killer,
to the point that network transfer time may dominate the performance characteristics of the entire application—and performance tuning of the database
server will yield little, if any improvement. For high network latency, a worthwhile goal is to reduce the number of requests sent to the server, which will reduce the number of network round trips. For poor throughput, the amount of
data transferred between the client and server can be reduced, if possible, to improve performance [26].
✷
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For a network with relatively high latency10 , one can use the following strategies to reduce the number of client/server requests:
• minimize the number of client requests sent to the server by combining
sql requests together;
• refrain from performing joins within the application itself by using multiple queries;
• use bound columns, rather than Get Data, to retrieve attribute values;
• utilize network prefetching to reduce the number of FETCH requests sent
to the server;
• utilize wide fetches and wide inserts to batch FETCH or INSERT requests
together into a single network packet, or set of packets.
For a network with relatively poor throughput11 , one can improve network
eﬃciency in the following ways [26]:
• consider increasing the server’s (or connection’s) packet size to the largest
value that makes sense for the network. This is speciﬁed through the the
server’s -p command line option or the client’s CommBufferSize connection parameter.
• Consider using the ReceiveBufferSize and SendBufferSize tcp/ip
protocol options on both the client and the server.
• turn prefetching oﬀ to eliminate the transfer of results to the client when
those additional result rows are not needed by the application.
Pitfall 11 (Inefficient network usage with the TDS wire protocol)
Both the Open Client and JConnect apis utilize the Sybase tds wire protocol over tcp/ip. For statements that return result sets—sql queries or stored
procedures—tds is designed to deliver the entire result to the application,
rather than wait for the client to request result rows through FETCH requests.
Hence tds does not inherently support cursor operations, such as UPDATE WHERE
CURRENT OF. Open Client and JConnect, by default, do not support backwardsscrollable cursors at the tds layer. Instead, scrollable cursors are implemented
10 You can approximate the network latency between two machines by the round
trip time reported by sql Anywhere’s ping utility. The round trip time is the latency to transfer a data packet from one machine to a second machine plus the latency to transfer an acknowledgement from the second machine back to the ﬁrst.
11 One way to measure network throughput is by copying a relatively large ﬁle from
one machine to a second machine and timing the copy.
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by caching the result set on the client. However, even if scrollable cursors are desired, sql Anywhere does not support tds scrolling requests, and consequently
the client must still cache result rows to mimic scrollability.
As another example, the tds speciﬁcation does not include wide-INSERT
capability. Instead, JConnect will simulate wide inserts by batching multiple
INSERT statements together with an array of host variables: however, these
INSERT statements are still executed at the server one statement at a time.
In other words, while the Open Client or JConnect application program interfaces may support cursor operations, the network traﬃc ﬂow that actually
occurs over the wire with such requests will be substantially diﬀerent, and almost always considerably less eﬃcient. Packet ‘sniﬃng’ software, such as Ethereal, can be used to trace and diagnose the network activity that results from
such application requests.
✷
Pitfall 12 (Using DBISQL as a client program)
It can be tempting to use the dbisql administration tool to serve as a client
for performance testing, because one can not only use it to visualize test results but also to diagnose performance issues by generating graphical plans.
However, dbisql is not designed for benchmarking, for several reasons. Firstly,
dbisql can submit a SELECT statement to the server multiple times, once to
DESCRIBE the result set, and the second to execute it. Secondly, while graphical plans with actual run-time statistics can be useful to diagnose optimization
strategies, the monitors placed into the execution plan by the server to compute the run-times of plan operators consume additional cpu, approximately
doubling the per-row cpu cost of retrieving a row from a page resident in the
buﬀer pool and therefore skewing the query’s performance.
The fetchtst and trantest utility programs are good alternatives to
dbisql for simulating client application behaviour.
✷
Summary. For sql Anywhere applications, performance factors related to client
conﬁguration that could be considered in a performance evaluation include:
• which underlying communication protocols are utilized;
• prefetch settings;
• settings for the ReceiveBufferSize and SendBufferSize tcp/ip protocol options;
• network packet size.
Systematic experimental study of these factors, along with database server performance factors such as buﬀer pool sizes, are the subject of the next section.
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5 Experiment design and analysis
Once the workload has been deﬁned and validated, the next step in a performance evaluation is to deﬁne the experiments that will help in discovering the
performance limitations the evaluation is intended to ﬁnd. Unfortunately, all
too often this step is oversimpliﬁed so that the ‘benchmark’ consists of a single experiment, possibly repeated multiple times as bottlenecks (some of them
outlined in the previous sections) are discovered along the way. The problem
with a single experiment is that it oﬀers only a single data point—without repeating experiments systematically, an assessment of experimental error cannot be made. More importantly, a single test scenario yields only a single test
result. Without additional testing scenarios, it is impossible to develop a performance model to assist in answering questions such as:
1. What are the most signiﬁcant performance factors (e.g. disk subsystem
characteristics, cpu speed, number of cpus, buﬀer pool size, server multiprogramming level) that aﬀect my application’s performance? Which are
the least signiﬁcant?
2. Is it possible to achieve adequate performance for a given workload with
fewer hardware requirements?
3. Which performance factors interact and must be considered in tandem
when determining their impact on my application in a production setting?
To be able to answer these questions, a set of experiments must be designed to extract the necessary information from the performance evaluation.
This must be done carefully so as to maximize useful information and simultaneously minimize the number of experiments. To perform comparative evaluations, it is necessary that each experiment be repeatable [13] so that it is possible to determine the eﬀects of varying one or more performance factors, together or in isolation, and to determine the impact of experimental error.

5.1 Experimental designs
In the context of performance experiment design, an experiment’s response variable is the metric used to measure system performance. With database application performance evaluation, this metric is typically the response time
of a certain class of application request, or the overall system throughput in
transactions-per-second. A factor, as described above, is a variable that aﬀects
the value of the response variable in a test. The values that a factor can assume are termed levels. For example, a database cache factor might have three
levels for a suite of performance tests, such as 200mb, 600mb, and 1200mb, corresponding to small, medium, and large buﬀer pool conﬁgurations. Factors that
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are important to an experiment—that is, that impact the response variable
measurably—are termed primary factors. Other factors that need not be measured because their impact on the response variable is minimal are termed secondary factors.
Kutner et al.[22] identify several broad classes of experimental designs:
1. single-factor designs,
2. complete and incomplete block designs,
3. nested designs,
4. repeated measures designs, and
5. factorial designs.
In a simple, single-factor experiment, the basic idea is to re-run a particular conﬁguration multiple times, each time varying one performance factor at a time in
order to determine that factor’s eﬀect on performance. The limitation of simple experiments is that they are designed only to test the eﬀects of one factor at a time, and cannot analyze the interaction eﬀects of related factors [20,
pp. 278–9] [22, pp. 815–6]. With database performance analysis, factorial designs are often used because they provide insight into how performance factors
interact with each other. In full factorial or partial factorial designs, combinations of factors are modiﬁed together, which result in a combinatorial explosion
in the number of required experiments.
Example 4 (Factor combinations with factorial designs)
Suppose we wish to test all possible combinations of ﬁve performance factors
where three factors have two levels, and the other two factors have three levels.
This experimental design would require
2 × 2 × 2 × 3 × 3 = 72 experiments.
If each experiment is repeated six times to determine the variance of experimental error, then a total of 72 × 6 = 432 experimental runs are required. ✷
The advantage of a full factorial design is that every combination of factor
levels is analyzed, and their various interactions can be quantiﬁed and assessed.
However, exhaustively testing this combinatorial explosion of factor combinations is rarely attempted due to its prohibitive cost. Rather, only selected combinations (termed a fractional factorial design) are usually evaluated: one can
either reduce the number of factors considered, reduce the number of levels for
each factor, or test only speciﬁc combinations rather than all possibilities. Often, all three simpliﬁcations are used to reduce the total number of experiments.
Kutner et al. recommend three levels per factor, generally [22, pp. 650]. Jain
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[20, pp. 280] strongly recommends reducing the number of levels of each factor
to 2 because the set of 2k experiments is easier to analyze statistically. Eliminating factors from consideration, or testing only certain combinations, must be
considered carefully, as one must examine precisely which combinations of factors are the most relevant to the goals of the evaluation [22, pp. 648–652].
Whether two, three, or four levels per factor, one must choose the particular values of the levels with care. Kutner et al. [22, pp. 650] argue that the
choice of levels for each factor is one of the most important experimental design decisions. For a 2k experimental design it is tempting to choose low and
high ‘extreme’ values to test a ‘broad’ performance range for a particular factor, but in a complex system there is no guarantee that system behaviour at the
mid-point between the upper and lower values is similar in any way to the performance at either end of the range [22, pp. 650–1].

5.2 SQL Anywhere performance factors
In any benchmark experiment of a database application, the maximum value
of the response variable will be constrained by the existence of any bottlenecks,
whether they be bottlenecks within the application’s design or contention within
the database server itself. As outlined in previous sections, precisely how these
bottlenecks inﬂuence overall system performance depends on many factors: application design (locking behaviour, scalability, client/server protocol); database design (schema design, availability of indexes, database page size); physical hardware (i/o architecture, number of processors, cpu speed, size and speed
of on-chip cache), and database server conﬁguration (multiprogramming level,
database cache size, prefetch buﬀer size, and so on). All of these factors are important. Some of these factors tend to be highly variable and system-dependent,
such as cache size, while others tend to be relatively static across installations
of the same schema, such as database page size. With sql Anywhere, the seven
typical primary performance factors are, in no particular order:
1. the server multiprogramming level, as controlled by the -gn server option
(default is 20 in most environments);
2. the size of the database buﬀer pool12 , as controlled by the -c, -cl, and
-ch server options;
3. the database’s page size;
12 sql Anywhere supports dynamic buﬀer pool sizing, where the cache size is varied to match server requirements and the needs of other applications. While this
self-management feature is often essential in embedded application environments,
the variability of the buﬀer pool can lead to diﬃculties in performance analysis, particularly the repeatability of experiments. Consequently, we recommend
performance analysis using ﬁxed-sized buﬀer pools.
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4. the number of cpus available to the database server, as controlled by the
-gt and -gtc server options;
5. the size of the experimental database instance, which inﬂuences the size of
the buﬀer pool working set, assuming that the instance is representative
of an actual database;
6. the speed and conﬁguration of the server machine disk subsystem, in particular the number of disk arms available;
7. the size of the overall workload, which includes the transaction interarrival rate, the number of connections, and the mix of statements within
the workload.
In any given situation, the relative importance of each of these factors to the
goals of the performance evaluation may vary signiﬁcantly. For example, if one
is conducting a performance assessment to determine how the application may
scale on the same hardware, at least two of the factors listed above (disk conﬁguration and number of cpus) need not be taken into account, considerably
simplifying the analysis. Varying the workload, however, should be undertaken
with care to avoid the pitfalls discussed previously.

5.3 Quantifiable performance assessment
Single measures of performance, such as mean response time, oﬀer some information about the performance characteristics of a given experiment, but fail to
provide a broad picture of overall performance. In the case of response time, for
example, a better approach is not only to report the mean but also the variance
of the distribution of transaction response time, which can be reported alternatively using the 90th or 95th percentile [32, pp. 557]. The accuracy, or conﬁdence interval, of the reported value depends on the number of times the experiment is run and can be computed through statistical analysis techniques [20,
pp. 216–220]. This analysis is much simpler if the number of samples N is suﬃciently large—typically 30 or greater—and the size of the population the sample is based on is at least 2 × N . As an example, if one collected response
time statistics from 30 clients in a synthetic, interactive workload that utilized
100 clients in total, then the results of the 30 measured clients could be interpreted using the central limit theorem [28], and the sampling statistics of various measures (mean, variance, proportions) taken during the experiment can
be approximated by a normal or Gaussian distribution [13, 20, 21]. If the central limit theorem does not apply, then one must determine if the population
can be approximated by a ‘heavy-tailed’ distribution [11], such as one that models Zipf’s Law [30].
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5.3.1 Establishing lower and upper bounds of performance
One useful tool in a performance evaluation is to establish a baseline measurement. In an empirical test of a workload developed using a trace of a production application, one could establish a baseline by executing the sql trace of
a single connection against the server with a user think time of zero. The results of this experiment would then represent a lower bound on the experimental results, in addition to providing a useful validation tool for the results of
other multi-user experiments. With various assumptions, including that the access plans for each request are both optimal and consistent, and also that the
server has reached a steady state, the results of this experiment would illustrate
the best possible response time for the entire trace. This same approach could
also be used in a piecemeal fashion to establish best-case performance measurements for individual queries within the workload; these best-case times could
be subsequently used to analyze the times in a multi-user test, to assist in determining the cause of performance bottlenecks.

5.4 2k r experimental designs
The point of constructing a performance model through experimentation is
twofold. Firstly, one usually desires to know whether or not a speciﬁc system
conﬁguration can ‘handle’ a particular workload. Secondly, and perhaps as importantly, one would like to determine the importance of any particular factor relative to the others, as measured by the proportion of the total variation in the response variable explained by each factor. For example, if the size
of the buﬀer pool, and the number of physical disks, explain 90% and 5% respectively of the variation in overall system throughput (the response variable),
then the number of disks may be considered unimportant in various situations
that arise in practice for such workloads.
Example 5 (Hypothetical 22 experiment)
In a capacity planning study, we would like to determine the relative eﬀect
of database cache size and the server multiprogramming level on the performance of a given application workload, on the same physical hardware, as measured by total throughput in transactions per second (the response variable).
To simplify the analysis, we establish two levels for each of the two primary factors as follows:
Factor
Multiprogramming Level A
Database cache size B

Level 0
20
600 mb

The experimental outcomes appear in Table 3.

Level 1
30
1200 mb
✷
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Multiprogramming level
20
30
8.2
7.25
8.4
8.65

Table 3: Results of a 22 experiment, results stated in transactions-per-second.

Cache size
600 mb
1200 mb

Multiprogramming level
20
30
9.4
10.7
12.8
16.7

Table 4: Re-tested 22 experimental results with a modiﬁed workload.

At ﬁrst glance, the results of Table 3 appear to indicate that the sql
Anywhere server does not scale well with this particular workload; doubling
the database cache resulted only in a marginal improvement in overall system throughput, from 8.2 tps to 8.4 tps. On the other hand, increasing the
multiprogramming level from 20 to 30 resulted in negative scalability: overall throughput decreased.
These results warrant investigation on at least two fronts. Firstly, the
marginal improvement in throughput with a larger cache size requires explanation. One possibility is that Level 0 for the database buﬀer pool size is, in
fact, suﬃcient for the given workload, and doubling the buﬀer pool size, therefore, has little eﬀect on overall performance. Secondly, the negative scalability
that resulted from increasing the multiprogramming level by 50% needs to be
understood. There are several potential causes: one is that the increased multiprogramming level alters the memory quota for each request (see Section 4.2)
so that the query optimizer is choosing more memory-eﬃcient plans, but which
have correspondingly greater execution times. Another possibility is that the increase in the number of concurrently-executing requests is increasing lock contention, therefore reducing the overall system throughput by increasing each
request’s elapsed time.
Table 4 reﬂects a complete re-test of the experimental results with a modiﬁed workload that addresses the problematic results discovered through detailed investigation of the individual experiments illustrated in Table 3. Note
that these experimental results are merely hypothetical, and do not reﬂect the
performance of any actual system. With the modiﬁcations to the workload, over-
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all performance has improved, and the negative scalability at the higher multiprogramming level has been eliminated. The next step is an analysis of these results to construct a model that will identify the relative importance of the two
factors tested. Moreover, the model may be useful in determining a focus for investigation of speciﬁc test results.
5.4.1 Statistical analysis of 22 experimental designs
A common technique used to model a set of experimental or observational results is linear regression. A multiple linear regression model can predict a response variable y as a linear function of k factors using an equation of the following form:
(5)
y = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 + · · · + bk xk + e
where each bi are the k+1 (ﬁxed) coeﬃcients and e is an error term. For the moment, we will avoid discussion of the computation of e and concentrate only on
the determination of the coeﬃcients bi . In matrix notation, the linear regression model is
y = Xb + e
(6)
where
• b is a column vector with k + 1 elements {b0 , b1 , b2 , . . . , bk }.
• y is a column vector of the n response variables y = {y0 , y1 , y2 , . . . , yn }.
• X is an n row by k + 1 column matrix, whose (i, j + 1) element Xi,j+1 = 1
if j = 0, and otherwise is the value of xij .
Solving the set of linear equations to ﬁnd the values of b is then
b = (X T X)−1 (X T y)

(7)

At present this matrix equivalence is unimportant. However, we will see later
that this matrix equivalence is useful when analyzing experiments of more than
two factors.
A 22 experimental design is a special case of a 2k design with k = 2, and the
simplicity of the 22 design makes the computation of the linear coeﬃcients relatively straightforward (a more precise mathematical treatment can be found
in references [20] and [22]).
In the approach outlined below, we will utilize indicator variables both to
simplify the analysis and to permit the use of both quantitative and qualitative
factors [20, pp. 284–286]. We deﬁne two variables XA and XB as follows:

−1 if the multiprogramming level is 20
XA =
+1 if the multiprogramming level is 30

−1 if the cache size is 600 mb
XB =
(8)
+1 if the cache size is 1200 mb
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An equivalent regression model to equation (5) is of the form
y = q0 + qA XA + qB XB + qAB XA XB .

(9)

Substituting the four observations from the experiments in Table 4, and replacing variables XA and XB with their corresponding values {1, −1} for each experiment, we get the following four linear equations:
y1 = 9.4 = q0 − qA − qB + qAB
y2 = 10.7 = q0 + qA − qB − qAB
y3 = 12.8 = q0 − qA + qB − qAB
y4 = 16.7 = q0 + qA + qB + qAB.

(10)

Solving this system of equations for each qj , we get
q0 = 14 (y1 + y2 + y3 + y4 )

qA = 14 (−y1 + y2 − y3 + y4 )

qB = 14 (−y1 − y2 + y3 + y4 )

qAB = 14 (y1 − y2 − y3 + y4 ).

(11)

From our example above, the experimental results in Table 4 yield the coeﬃcients q0 = 12.4, qA = 1.3, qB = 2.35, and qAB = 0.65, giving the regression
equation
(12)
y = 12.4 + 1.3XA + 2.35XB + 0.65XAXB .
This result can be interpreted in the following way. The mean tps of the set of
experiments is 12.4 tps. The eﬀect of increasing the multiprogramming level by
50% is 1.3 tps, while the eﬀect of doubling the cache size is 2.25 tps. The interaction between multiprogramming level and cache size resulted in an increase of
0.65 tps. One can substitute the appropriate values (1 or -1) for each of XA and
XB to determine a projected y-value based on the linear regression. As an example, suppose we have XA = −1 and XB = 1, corresponding to an experiment
where the multiprogramming level is 20 and the database cache size is 1200 mb.
These substitutions yield a y-value of 12.4 − 1.3 + 2.35 − 0.65 = 12.8, identical to the measured value for the experiment as illustrated in Table 4. If instead
we have XA = 1 and XB = −1, corresponding to an experiment where the multiprogramming level is 30 and the database cache size is 600 mb, we get a y-value
of 12.4 + 1.3 − 2.35 − 0.65 = 10.7, identical to the measured value.
Sign table method. We can utilize the equivalent matrix notation (Equation 6),
rather than solving a system of linear equations, to construct a ‘sign table’ of
the various coeﬃcients, making the calculations more straightforward [20]. This
will become important when we need to consider the interaction of k factors in
Section 5.4.3 below.
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Experiment
1
2
3
4

I
1
1
1
1
49.60
12.4
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A
-1
1
-1
1
5.2
1.3

B
-1
-1
1
1
9.4
2.35

AB
1
-1
-1
1
2.6
0.65

y
9.4
10.7
12.8
16.7
Total
Total/4

Table 5: Sign-table method for a 22 experimental design.

One can determine the values of q for a 22 design by constructing a 4 × 4
sign table, as shown in Table 5. The ﬁrst column of the table, labelled I (for
Identity), consists of all ‘1’s. Columns A and B contain values so that every
possible permutation of 1 and −1 appear in each row, such that the sum of
each of these columns is 0. The 1 and −1 values in the table correspond to
the X-value assignments described earlier. Column AB contains the product of
columns A and B in that row. Column y contains the response variable value
corresponding to the factor levels chosen for A and B.
Once the sign table is constructed—a spreadsheet program, such as Microsoft Excel, is an ideal tool to use—the values in the ‘Total’ row are then
computed by multiplying each value in column I by the corresponding value
in column y and summing the four results. Column multiplication for columns
A, B, and AB is carried out in the same fashion13 . The eﬀects of each factor are then easy to determine, simply by taking 1/4 of the total in each column. For column I, this value is simply the mean of the response variable y.
Allocation of variation. We would now like to quantify the importance of each
factor used in the evaluation. Importance is measured by the proportion of
the variation in the response variable (in Example 5, the system throughput
in transactions-per-second) that factor is responsible for. To compute the sample variance s2 of the n experimental results (the y values), we would use the
standard formula:
22
(yi − ȳ)2
(13)
s2y = i=1
(n − 1)
where ȳ denotes the mean. Note that the numerator, the ‘sum of squares total’ or sst, includes the total variation of y; however, in a 22 experimental de13 If using Microsoft Excel, this column multiplication is performed by the
SumProduct function.
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sign, the variation stems from each factor independently and, additionally, to
the interaction of the two. Hence we have
SST = SSA + SSB + SSAB

(14)

and, with a little algebra, we have
2
2
2
+ 22 qB
+ 22 qAB
SST = 22 qA

=

2
4(qA

+

2
qB

+

2
qAB
)

(15)
(16)

or, in concrete terms with our example,
SST = 6.76 + 22.09 + 1.69 = 30.54.
The importance of each factor can then be expressed as a ratio between the
variation due to that factor over the total variation (sum of squares, or sst).
Using the numbers from our example, the multiprogramming level (factor A)
explains only 6.76/30.54 or 22.1 percent of the variation in the experimental
results, while the database cache size (factor B) explains 22.09/30.54 or 72.33
percent of the variation.
5.4.2 Non-linear regressions
The analysis of a linear regression model, and any conclusions drawn from it,
are meaningful only if the relationship between the response variable and the
factors is linear. An excellent way to judge the nature of the relationship between the measured factors and the response variable is using a scatter plot14 .
Examples of scatter plot diagrams for a hypothetical 23 experiment design appear in Figure 2.
If the relationship between the values is not linear, it may be possible to
model the relationship with a non-linear function, and subsequently transform
it into a linear one. Such models are termed colinear regressions. For example,
we may have the exponential regression
y = bxa .

(17)

Taking the natural logarithm of both sides, we get
ln y = ln b + a ln x

(18)

and ln y and ln x are now related with a linear function. Similar algebraic transformations can be made with a variety of other forms of functions, though
the nature of that function may be diﬃcult to determine. These transformations include square root transformations, arc sine transformations, and power
14 Note that with k factors, for k > 2, the scatter plot will be multi-dimensional.
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transformations. Deciding which transformations to utilize may require complex analysis—further details about curvilinear regression and function transformations can be found in reference [20, Section 15.4].
Somewhat more problematic than non-linear association between the factors is when the eﬀect of each factor is multiplicative rather than additive—it is
additive relationships that are assumed by linear regression analysis. In other
words, if the eﬀects of two factors a and b multiply each other, the model is
y = ab

(19)

and this relationship is inappropriate to be modelled directly by linear regression. However, by taking the natural logarithm of both sides, we get
ln y = ln a + ln b

(20)

and, if modelled in this fashion, one can apply the antilog to the additive eﬀects
to determine the multiplicative eﬀects.
Pitfall 13 (Multiplicative effects)
In a benchmark, or in a capacity planning exercise, multiplicative relationships
are an easy trap to fall into. One example from Jain [20, pp. 304] is an experimental design whose factors include workload size and cpu speed. In a simple system, the interrelationship of these two factors is clearly multiplicative.
In a more complex system, such as a database application benchmark, the effects are not necessarily multiplicative nor additive, but are related with a more
complex function. This is because cpu speed often has an indirect eﬀect on database application performance: as mentioned above, all cpus wait at the same
speed.
✷
In some situations, a straightforward analysis of the factors being considered
will lead to the abandonment of an additive model. In addition, there are several indicators that can announce the potential for multiplicative eﬀects. One
indicator is a large ratio between the maximum and minimum values of the response variable y across the test spectrum. When this ratio is large—for example, an order of magnitude greater than the maximum value or higher—a logarithmic transformation should be considered. Another indicator of a log transformation is when the residuals are of the same order of magnitude as the response variable, or when a quantile-quantile plot of the residuals does not follow a normal distribution [20, pp. 304–8].
5.4.3 Statistical analysis of 2k experimental designs
In the previous section, we described, in an abbreviated fashion, a linear regression model that represents the results of a 22 experimental design. We now
generalize that model to determine the eﬀect of k factors, each with two levels. Analyzing k factors with 2 levels each requires 2k experiments.
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Example 6 (Hypothetical 2k experiment)
In this example, we modify the k = 2 experimental design to one where k = 3,
adding the number of client connections as the additional factor. We assume
that other secondary factors, such as the characteristics of the server hardware,
remain constant. Our capacity planning study, now, is to determine the relative eﬀect of database cache size, the server multiprogramming level, and the
number of client connections on overall system performance, which again will
be measured by total throughput in transactions/second (the response variable).
Factor
Multiprogramming Level A
Database cache size B
Number of client connections C

Level 0
20
600 mb
100

Level 1
30
1200 mb
200

The hypothetical experimental outcomes for the 23 = 8 experiments appear
in Table 6.
✷
Pitfall 14 (Multicollinearity)
When considering 2k and other classes of experimental designs, it may be tempting to include as many factors in the analysis as possible. One pitfall with high
values of k is that the number of experiments required increases exponentially.
However, another common issue with linear regression analysis is multicollinearity, or correlation between two or more factors [20, pp. 253-4]. In Example 6, the
addition of client connections to the set of factors is problematic; should the size
of the database instance, for example, also be included as a primary factor for
analysis? In Section 4.3.2 above, we discussed the importance of carefully crafting the workload to properly model real-world conditions. It is likely that by
doubling the number of client connections, a representative database would increase in size correspondingly. This correlation may lead to contradictory signiﬁcance conclusions if the two factors were both considered in the same analysis, and their (measured) correlation was signiﬁcant.
✷
Linear regression analysis of 2k designs is a generalization of the analysis described above for 22 experimental designs. As with 22 designs, Equation (5) represents the multiple linear regression model. The additional complexity is that
with k factors we have multiple combinations of interactions to consider: for
 
 
k > 2, we have k main eﬀects, k2 two-factor interactions, k3 three-factor interactions, and so on. Fortunately, with 2k experimental designs, we can utilize
the sign table method outlined previously to solve more easily the set of linear equations to determine the model’s coeﬃcients.
In addition to the variables XA and XB that represent the server multiprogramming level and database cache size respectively (Equation 8), we require
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(a) Scatter plot of tps in relation to multiprogramming level.

(b) Scatter plot of tps in relation to database
cache size.

(c) Scatter plot of tps in relation to number of
connections.

Figure 2: Scatter plots of 23 experimental data.
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MPL of 20
100
Connections
7.2
8.4

MPL of 30

200
Connections
7.9
12.8

100
Connections
7.6
8.9

200
Connections
6.7
16.7

Table 6: 23 experiment results, stated in transactions-per-second.

Exp.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
76.2
9.525

A
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
3.6
0.45

B
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
17.4
2.175

C
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
12
1.5

AB
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1
5.2
0.65

AC
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1.8
0.225

BC
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
12.4
1.55

ABC
-1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
5
0.625

y
7.2
7.6
8.4
8.9
7.9
6.7
12.8
16.7
Total
Total/23

Table 7: Sign-matrix method for a 23 experimental design.

another variable to represent the additional factor C, the number of client connections:

−1 if 100 client connections
XC =
(21)
+1 if 200 client connections.
We then construct a sign table to represent the 23 = 8 results in the same fashion as we constructed the sign table for the 22 case. The resulting sign table for
this hypothetical example is shown in Table 7.
In Table 7, the mean performance is 9.525 tps, and the eﬀect of the three factors (multiprogramming level, cache size, and number of connections) taken in
isolation are qA = 0.45, qB = 2.175, and qC = 1.5, respectively. Interestingly,
in this set of experiments the eﬀect of the interaction of cache size and number of connections (column BC) is 1.55, which is greater than the eﬀect of the
number of connections alone. The sum-of-squares total, or sst, for this experi-
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mental design is
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
SST = 23 (qA
+ qB
+ qC
+ qAB
+ qAC
+ qBC
+ qABC
)

= 8(0.2025 + 4.73 + 2.25 + 0.4225 + 0.05 + 2.4 + 0.39) = 83.595.

(22)

The portion of variation allocated to each factor is then:
Factor
Multiprogramming Level A
Database cache size B
Number of connections C
AB
AC
BC
ABC

SST Component
1.62
37.85
18
3.38
0.405
19.22
3.125

Portion of Variation
1.62/83.595 = 1.93%
37.85/83.595 = 45.27%
18/83.595 = 21.53%
4.04%
0.004%
22.99%
3.73%

Hence we conclude from this particular study that increasing the server multiprogramming level from 20 to 30 has a relatively insigniﬁcant eﬀect on this
particular workload. This conﬁrms what is graphically shown in Figure 2(a): the
two lines representing the response variable (tps) for 100 and 200 client connections are nearly identical. However, for this workload the size of the database buﬀer pool accounts for 45% of the variation in performance, while the
number of connections accounts for just under 22%. Together, those two factors account for an additional 23% of the variation in the performance results.
Hence one can conclude that buﬀer pool size is a signiﬁcant factor in server performance for this workload.
5.4.4 Analysis of 2k r experimental designs
The idea behind 2k r experimental designs is to repeat each experiment r times
so that an estimate of experimental error can be made. The experimental error
in a linear regression model is denoted by the e term in Equation (5).
Pitfall 15 (Assessing experimental error)
The merits of repeating experiments to assess experimental error are often
downplayed. The typical argument against repeating experiments, other than
their cost, is that the software under test is deterministic, and should yield identical results with each experiment. The ﬂaw in this argument is that in a complex system, it is diﬃcult to anticipate all potential software interactions, particularly those that depend on dates or time-of-day, which are common in business applications.
✷
A straightforward way to utilize r repeated experiments with the sign-matrix
method is to take the mean y¯i of each of the r observations of yij for each of the
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2k experiments, where yij denotes the jth replication of the ith experiment. Using y¯i as the response variable for each of the jth experiments, a linear regression model for a 22 experiment design yields an expected response value yˆi as
follows:
(23)
yˆi = q0 + qA XAi + qB XBi + qAB XAi XBi
when the factors A and B are at values XAi and XBi . The diﬀerence between
each of the r observations and this expected value represents the experimental
error:
(24)
eij = yij − yˆi = yij − q0 − qA XAi − qB XBi − qAB XAi XBi .
Similar to the computation of the coeﬃcients in the 22 case (see Equation 11),
the formula to compute each qj is [20, pp. 309]
k

qj =

2
1 
Sij ȳi
2k i=1

(25)

where Sij denotes the entry in the sign table in row i, column j for that particular set of observations yi for that experiment.
Allocation of variation. We can use Equation (24) to determine the experimental error for each of the 2k r observations. By deﬁnition, the sum of the errors will
be 0. We can compute the sum of the squared errors (sse) to estimate the variance of the errors and conﬁdence intervals for the eﬀects:
k

SSE =

2 
r


e2ij

(26)

i=1 j=1

and sse is a component in our assessment of the allocation of variation:
SST = SSA + SSB + SSAB + SSE.

(27)

With a bit of algebra, similar to what was done for the 22 experimental design,
the various formulas for determining sst and the other sum-of-squares are as
follows [20, pp. 309]:
k

SSY =

2 
r


2
yij

(28)

i=1 j=1

SS0 = (2k r)q02

(29)

SST = SSY − SS0
SSj = (2

k

r)qj2

SSE = SST −

(30)
k

for all j = 1, 2, . . . , 2 − 1

k
2
−1

j=1

SSj

(31)
(32)
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with the percentage of variation due to the jth eﬀect computed as the ratio
SSj
× 100%.
SST

(33)

By deﬁnition, the sum of the errors must add to 0, since the error is computed from the diﬀerence between each of the r observations of every experiment with the mean y¯i of the response variables. Assuming that the errors
are normally distributed, the variance of the errors for a 2k r experimental design can be estimated from the sse using the formula
s2e =

SSE
.
2k (r − 1)

(34)

Additional statistical tests based on these results can be computed, including the determination of conﬁdence intervals for each of the eﬀects. Jain [20,
pp. 298] shows that because of the linear regression model, the variance of all
2
k
of the eﬀects is equal
 to se /(2 r), and hence the standard deviation of each efk
fect is equal to se / (2 r). Using Student’s t-distribution, the conﬁdence intervals for each of the eﬀects are
qj ± t[1−α/2;2k (r−1)] sqj .

(35)

5.5 Performance evaluation tools
A variety of performance evaluation tools are commercially available to assist in
constructing a synthetic database application workload, and to execute various
experiments and track their results. One of the more popular, though expensive, commercial options is the LoadRunner suite, oﬀered by Mercury Software
(http://www.mercury.com). At the opposite end of the spectrum, the TRANTEST
utility program that comes with a standard sql Anywhere installation oﬀers an
easy-to-use, albeit simplistic, way to implement a multi-user client-server performance evaluation. The drawbacks of TRANTEST include, among other characteristics, an unsophisticated mechanism for introducing user think time.
Sybase iAnywhere’s consulting services group oﬀers Floodgate, a tool that
oﬀers similar functionality to that of LoadRunner. Floodgate oﬀers the ability to spawn multiple clients, executing diﬀerent scripts, to mimic a complete
interactive workload. Floodgate also supplies measurement facilities to measure and compute response times and other performance indicators.
In addition to the above tools, and the Sybase Central graphical administration tool included with sql Anywhere, other methods are available to acquire
additional performance statistics from a sql Anywhere server. The most common of these, in a Microsoft Windows environment, is the use of the Windows
nt Performance Monitor. The sql Anywhere server process provides the Performance Monitor with various server- and database-speciﬁc performance counters, such as pages read per second, average number of active and queued re-
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quests, and so on. This information can be invaluable in diagnosing performance bottlenecks during evaluation, or in helping to validate the model workload. However, we caution that diagnosing performance bottlenecks is an extremely time-consuming task that requires considerable expertise. The project
manager of any performance evaluation study must ensure that suﬃcient resources to perform this diagnosis is available when necessary.
Pitfall 16 (Interpreting Task Manager process statistics)
A common problem on Windows is identifying how much physical memory is
in use by the database server. The Windows Task Manager, which lists all of
the active processes on the system, does not actually report true memory usage in the ‘Memory Size’ column, but instead reports each task’s working set
size. Roughly speaking, on Windows xp and other similar Windows operating systems, working set size is the amount of physical ram resident in memory
and recently in use by the process.
The issue here is how Windows deﬁnes ‘recently in use’. Windows periodically ‘trims’ the working set of a process by marking most or all of the memory
allocated to it as ‘not present’—as if it has been swapped out. However, Windows doesn’t actually swap that memory out, although those memory pages
will be among the ﬁrst to be re-used for other purposes. If the process references that memory again, the process incurs a virtual memory fault. Windows catches this ‘soft fault’ and, knowing that the process is actually using
that piece of memory, increments the process’s working set accordingly. Typically, Task Manager will report a drastically reduced working set size for a
process when that process is minimized: Windows is making an assumption—
invalid for a database server—that a minimized application will utilize very little memory, and severely trims the working set size for that process. As a result,
a process’s working set size as displayed by Task Manager can ﬂuctuate significantly, and neither it nor the ‘VM Size’ value reported by Task Manager are
useful metrics to use in determining memory consumption of the server15 . Instead, one should use the values reported for the ‘Process/Private Bytes’ and
‘Process/Virtual Bytes’ counters in Windows Performance Monitor to track
server memory consumption and the size of the server’s address space16 , respectively. On all platforms, you can look in the server window to see the cache
size at startup, or Select property(’CacheSize’) to get the current cache
15 With Windows awe extensions, the database cache pages are physically locked
in memory and cannot be swapped out. Hence they are not considered part of
the process’s working set, and not reported by Task Manager. In fact, no builtin
Windows utility exists to properly report the memory usage of a process that
utilizes Address Windowing Extensions.
16 Neither of these values include memory for Address Windowing Extensions, either.
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size.
A caveat: while using the Windows nt Performance Monitor can provide
extremely useful information, its use can perturb the results of any performance
evaluation because the nt Performance Monitor also consumes some degree of
server resources. In addition, Performance Monitor statistics can be diﬃcult to
interpret properly without additional background knowledge.
✷
A comprehensive survey of commercially-available and freeware performance
evaluation tools is beyond the scope of this paper.

6 Conclusions
Performance evaluation of any computer system is diﬃcult, requiring considerable expertise. There are no hard-and-fast techniques of validating a workload model to ensure that it mimics the real world [14]. When a performance
evaluation experiment indicates the possible existence of a performance bottleneck, it may take considerable time and eﬀort to determine where the bottleneck is, and what, if anything, can be done to correct the problem.
In this whitepaper, we considered the important issues related to the construction of a benchmark workload, and described an analysis approach based
on a 2k experimental design. Other experimental designs are possible, including a 2k−p design that embodies a fractional factorial experimental design. 2k−p
designs reduce the total number of experiments required, at the risk of confounding results, where the interaction between groups of factors cannot be adequately explained because the necessary detailed experimental results to determine that interaction are missing.
In other situations, it may be worthwhile to conduct an analysis using a
nested experimental design or a block design. For example, a block design may
be warranted when conducting experiments where one of the factors is the hardware platform and/or operating system. A block design may provide greater accuracy in the model because gross eﬀects, such as memory allocation (an operating system trait) or underlying architecture (32-bit versus 64-bit), can cause
signiﬁcant variance in the experimental outcomes.
A description and analysis of 2k−p and other more complex experimental
designs is beyond the scope of this paper; the reader is encouraged to refer to
references [20, 22] for additional background material.
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